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An informal survey of Hawaiian school teachers and
administrators revealed a considerable variance among communities in
the type of problems mentioned. A model was formulated to specify the
characteristics of the communities in the hope of discovering a basis
for allocating future program resources. The model consists of two
dimensions: density of Hawaiian population (which includes both the
number and relative visibility of the Hawaiian population in a given
community) and degree of urbanization. Communities characterized by
high density-high urbanization are expected to have a severe degree
of all problem elements: motivational, academic, and
social/behavioral. High density-low urbanization areas are expected
to have problems primarily academic and/or motivational. Low
denity-low urbanization problems will be primarily motivational,
while low density-high urbanization problems will be primarily
academic only. Research to test the model is proposed. [Not available
in hard copy due to marginal legibility of original document.] (JM)
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The educational probleas of Hawaiian youth2 have been a*p],y docunented
(Gallinore and Howard, 1968). The range includes the ferns of acaslaaic

4' failure) notivation problasa and personal disjunctions which plague nany
young Asaricans, particularly those with a discriaable racial and cultural
h.ritage ft ha. been ganerlly assuned that the pattern of ditficultie3 of
young Hawsilane in the schools was invariant fron one coasunity to another.
This assuaption was cozzfiraed at least for a single Hawaiian coasunity which
was the subject of an Intensive five-year i*vestigatian. In that counity,
all the above wdfentatjnns of educational probleas were present. However,
subsequent to the completion of the £ive'ye*r project a recent nforaa1
state-wide survey suggested the assuapt ion of invariant probløm istzibution
t be quite ai3leidiE*9 The survey suggted that generalizing in the area
of educational problen distribution f roe the results of the single coUnity
study to the State wa. questionable at best. This finding tses on cons Id era-
be Importance in view of the fact that the surii*y tesults bear directly upon
public pol icy issues. If academic , motivational, and behavior probleas tend
to occur simultaneously within flawaiian cosannitiea then *llocation of State
resources for z*aedia1 and preventive prograuss can be made on a relatively
.isp. basis0 U th. distribution is variable as the recent survey suggests9
then allocation of public funds would feed to be made on a presoriptiv.
rather than * general basis. Tb. purpose of the proposed research is to test
the validity of a model desiad to separate the various Hsisaiian couniti.s
along two dimensions àich az' predictive of the kind of educational problem.
which they suffer.

The informal survey consisted of visits to schools on all the major
islands and discussions with schcxl administrators and teachers coucered
with the education of Hawaiian youth. The select Lam of areas and individuals
during the informal survey was designed to be representative, not ex1austive
The survey confirad the gezzeral conclusions reached during the intensive
study in the previously mentioned five-year research: Hawaiian children do
indeed have serious prcbless in the public schools, and the public education
systss has problems with then. aut the survey also iut!icated that the kinds
of ditficul'øy, their distribution and, therefore, their potential solution
axe more cospict than is generally supposed.

In suns communities, th. educators decribed the Hawaiian child only as
academically retarded, attributing the problem to perplexing, but r4otA obtsctioisabla cultural vs uestr example, one sminist rater coeraented
spprov.Lngly an the Hawaiian lit. styl* in spit. of the limitaticns it nay
ispos. for operating in the Larger society In contrast, others saw not the
clash of cultures operating against the d*assces of wadssic success for
Hawaiians, but *thar a cemplax of Hawaiten 'deficiencies." Improper child
cars and traimiip by Hawaiian parents ware seen as resulting in inadequate
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and immature personalitties incapable of appropriate behavior or intellectual
growth. All of these alleged. difficulties were presumably compounded by what
one educator termed "false values." .

Thus it was evident that the assumptions sade during the course of the
concentrated work in a single community were invalid, In SOW communities
educators felt that Hawaiian youngsters had only academic problems; in other
communities, in addition to academic difficulties motivational and behavioral
problems were also perceived. In stmemaxyg, the distribution of the problems
greased quite varied from community to community. These variations would
appear to have obvious programmaatic implic ations; program inputs would need
adjustnent both in terms of the nature and severity of the problems.

We have used the results of the survey to construct a conceptual model.
The principal burden of the node' is articulation of the various problem
clusters in an effort to clarify variatice in'aajor programmatic needs, The
model consists of two dimensions* density of Hawaiian population and degree
of urbanization. Pox presentational purposes, we will distuss the four
possible combinations, each representing a hypothesised problem conplex.

We NM by population density, not only the member of Hawaiians in
residence, but also what can be described as their relative visibility; that
is, the extent to which the Hawaiian population of a given area stands out
from other groups. Degree of urbanisation inclodes a number of factors*
economic and employment characteristics (erngb do the par is work at jobs
that are not congruent with Hawaiian values?); amount of contact with social
forces hostile to Hawaiian values and style of life; expedasure to implicit or
explicit and uncomplimentary comparisons with other grouper; geographic
location vismaitts, metropolitan/urban centers. Figure 1 presents the two
dissensions and the carounitiee width we hypothesised to fall in each of the four
quadrants.

FIGURD 1



Thr each of th. four quadrants, we have predicted the foiliug pattern
af probleas:

Problen 'ip.
)btivationail Acadenic Social/Behavioral

High Density.41igh Urbanization yes! yea! yes!
Hi9b Dsnsity"4Awi Urbanization yes! yost
L DeneityHigIii Urbanization yes yes?
L Jnsit .Les Urbanization yes(?) yes(?)

Ths distinction botwes not ivations] and acadasic probe*s iy at first
biu*I appear unusua1. By way of clarification, we Iav used this split to
rflect what the educators told us. That is, ia eme couuLtiee, Hawsitans
are reporta4y capable of doing their *nk (no acadanic retardation) but
are not so net ivated.

Irn, order to provide a rationale for these predictions, we have sarised
our survey findings for each of the tour quadrants.

1 High sityu. .4Ugh Urbanization. Quadrant 4 Is predicted to include
all of the areas ihith have the nest severe .duc*tion&l probleas0 And since
urbanXzation is a principal defining fa*tu of this lust*r, it is not
surprising that all the eoanunitles* included are located in or near the two
largest aetropolitan areas in the $tatei.41onolulr and Hilo In part, the
difficulties of Hawaiian yoimsters in these areais are a faiactios 01?

visibility, both absolute and relative, but It is next than mere artifact
It is in these areas where the greatest cult& dielocaiio a*d Zsos
caaaunity.schcol disjunctions apperr to be present The consequences are
ainilar to the now faniliar problems øt the ghetto sad the suburban enclave0
Irhaps the nost significant element is this situation is the gulf, and what
It reflects! between the tud*nte and educators. The latter live In different
areas fran their students, In a style that siai3t*neously laposes a harsh
standard of comparison and continuing evidence of status ditterrancs. The
paychoingical distae, La terms of values, aepirati and epectatiune,
askes interaction and cotuuication difficult at best In texas of our model,
all problea cheats are expected to be present La severe degree: motivational,
academic, sad social/behavioriil

2. High Dnsit..Lon Urbanization. Qus&'aa 2 includs* areas which
arc less *siifores principally because scat are apparently in the early stages
of urbanization while others face the prob1.ii only La the remote future.
This dittexone appears *0 alter the degree to which local educatots perceive
Hasalians to be a major problem Ac the oasmnity, begins to change fton a
rural, sasi.iaolsted state in response to cbaigi*g economic conditions, the
perceived didvantages of the H%weiisn life style becom. a source f greater
cooce o eduCaters Where in the past the disinterest of Hawaian pupils
in academic matters reprsinted ealy a failure t achieve the ideal, in the
present educators bs95 to as. nnderac2devaemt as tnt xati*t ot p.rsoaa
a ecLsl tragedy and frustration. GomasqussUy, educators no l.isagex røgard
d*elastLc disiatez?est as coacansitaut with a cultural ly41 aked life style

which is congenially related to a placid, rexal eavLromNmt.rathsx undari
.chtevst Is Laterpreted a. reject Los sf ecIMy, evIcs of disorder,
dissolution and deficiency; .13 of which are attributed to the onitur. of the
child.

Problems in Quadrant 2 conditions are expected to be perceived as
primarily acdrmic sad/or motivational ia nature. Peross in the city
are mere likely than La Quadrant 4 to be asetr*l it am suppertive in
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response to program inputs -mac ertainly they are unlikely to work at cross..
purposes. The isolation that reduces the influence of =ban forces increases
the difficulties of matching need and resources. Many of the areas are
geographically and/or temporally remote* yielding staff retention problems,
access difficulties, long bus trips for small children, etc.

30 Lew amity- ..High Urbanisation. In general educators interviewed in
these areas made no distinctions along ethnic lines and did not regard
Hawaiian life style as causally linked to acadealc failure. Although, with
persistence, it was possible to get the educators to concede that Hawaiian
youngsters are overrepresented in the underachievement-4w olotivation
category - -it is clear that they do not characteristically order their problems
along ethnic lines. For ale, one administrator insisted that we regard
as coincidental the tendency for Hawaiian children to be in the lout ability
sections of his school. And even if it was for oft* cultural reason which,
be emphasized, it was not, it was because "we have not offered thee the
appropriate curriculum*"

Overall, when Hawaiians are in the gainority their probe are minimised,
even when they are objectively present. And their culture is positively
regarded, often rasanticisad. It is apparently a natter of visibilit. In
this Quadrant, the problems axe therefore perceived to be primarily academic.

4. Um Densitya-Los Urbmieatioa. We made no visits to schools in this
Quadrant. However, we predict that Hawaiian children in these areas will be
principally viewed as a minor probna, InVolving primarily motivational
issues.

sunmarise, we predict that the three types of problems--motivational,
academic, social/behavieralmftwill occur is patterns and in the communitias
predicted by stir twoodimensional model.


